
 

New findings could improve understanding
of potentially damaging solar storms
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Physicist Kendra Bergstedt in front of an artist's conception of the
Magnetiospheric Multiscale Mission and the Earth's magnetosphere. Credit:
Princeton University

When fast-moving particles from the sun strike the Earth's magnetic
field, they set off reactions that could disrupt communications satellites
and power grids. Now, scientists at the U.S. Department of Energy's
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(DOE) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) have learned new
details of this process that could lead to better forecasting of this so-
called space weather.

The findings indicate how these regular blasts of fast-moving particles
from the sun interact with the magnetic fields surrounding Earth in a
region known as the magnetosphere. During these solar outpourings, the
sun's and Earth's magnetic field lines collide. The field lines break and
then reattach, releasing huge amounts of energy in a process known as
magnetic reconnection. That energy disperses through the
magnetosphere and into Earth's upper atmosphere.

Spacecraft and computing provide insights

The scientists developed a computer program, or algorithm, to
automatically detect bubble-like structures called "plasmoids" in data
gathered from the magnetosphere. The program analyzed information
gathered by NASA's Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission, a
group of four spacecraft launched in 2015 to study reconnection in the
magnetosphere.

"Exactly how reconnection begins and releases energy is still an open
question," said Kendra Bergstedt, a graduate student in the Princeton
Program in Plasma Physics at PPPL and lead author of the paper
reporting the results in Geophysical Research Letters. "Getting a better
understanding of this process could help us forecast how solar storms
affect us here on Earth. We could also get better insight into how
reconnection impacts fusion reactions." In addition, magnetic
reconnection is relevant to fusion energy, the power that drives the sun
and stars, which PPPL is studying in an effort to duplicate.

The computer program looks for patterns in the data and avoids
inconsistencies that might occur if the pattern-hunting had been
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conducted by individuals. "One person might look at data and think it's a
particular plasmoid structure while someone else could look at it and
disagree," Bergstedt said.

"By using an algorithm with strict criteria, we're able to say precisely
how we categorized each structure and why. There is still some
bias—since the algorithm was written by a human with a subjective idea
of what constituted a structure—but by using an algorithm that bias
could more easily be pointed out and critiqued."

The findings shed new light on the emergence of particle energy. "There
is ongoing debate about what parts of the reconnecting region contribute
the most to particle energization and how," Bergstedt said. "We found
that the smaller-scale plasmoids that we studied in the reconnection
region didn't make a large contribution to the total energy imparted from
the magnetic fields to the particles."

This finding was a surprise. "We all expected that most of the
energization would happen in these plasmoids, which are the focus of
both the MMS mission and PPPL's Magnetic Reconnection Experiment
(MRX)," said Hantao Ji, physicist at PPPL and advisor for Bergstedt's
first-year research project, which generated this paper. "These results
strongly motivated the Facility for Laboratory Reconnection Experiment
(FLARE), our next-step experiment that is intended to generate 
magnetic reconnection in these new regimes with many more structures
and all turbulence in between."

The findings were notable because the physics is so complex. While
scientists have made significant progress in understanding reconnection,
there is still a lot to learn. "And understanding the connection between
turbulence and reconnection is even harder," said Jongsoo Yoo, a PPPL
physicist and co-author of the paper. "Kendra did a good job getting
some new insights into the process."
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Since her analysis was applied only to a limited region of the
magnetosphere, Bergstedt hopes that the algorithm will be used to study
other regions. "It was both a blessing and a curse that I looked at such a
small region," she said. "It's a blessing because I get to look at this one
system as a whole and not compare the phenomena in this region to the
phenomena in another region."

  More information: K. Bergstedt et al. Statistical Properties of
Magnetic Structures and Energy Dissipation during Turbulent
Reconnection in the Earth's Magnetotail, Geophysical Research Letters
(2020). DOI: 10.1029/2020GL088540
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